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Aims: To investigate the prognostic value of admission blood glucose (BG) in predicting

COVID-19 outcomes, including poor composite outcomes (mortality/severity), mortality,

and severity.

Methods: Eligible studies evaluating the association between admission fasting BG (FBG)

and random BG (RBG) levels with COVID-19 outcomes were included and assessed for risk

of bias with the Quality in Prognosis Studies tool. Random-effects dose-response meta-

analysis was conducted to investigate potential linear or non-linear exposure-response

gradient.

Results: The search yielded 35 studies involving a total of 14,502 patients. We discovered

independent association between admission FBG and poor COVID-19 prognosis. Further-

more, we demonstrated non-linear relationship between admission FBG and severity

(Pnon-linearity < 0.001), where each 1 mmol/L increase augmented the risk of severity by

33% (risk ratio 1.33 [95% CI: 1.26–1.40]). Albeit exhibiting similar trends, study scarcity

limited the evidence strength on the independent prognostic value of admission RBG.

GRADE assessment yielded high-quality evidence for the association between admission

FBG and COVID-19 severity, and moderate-quality evidence for its association with

mortality and poor outcomes.

Conclusion: High admission FBG level independently predicted poor COVID-19 prognosis.

Further research to confirm the prognostic value of admission RBG and to ascertain the

estimated dose-response risk between admission FBG and COVID-19 severity are required.
� 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The rapidly spreading coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)

pandemic has placed significant burdens on healthcare sys-

tems worldwide, with millions of cases and hundred-

thousands of deaths [1]. This is further aggravated by the fact

that COVID-19 patients are at risk of rapid health deteriora-

tions leading to multiorgan failure and death [2], indicating

that early and reliable indicators to enable risk stratifications

are urgently needed to help clinicians anticipate and

promptly treat these patients. Furthermore, these indicators

may also contribute to the attainment of efficient resource

allocation, which is severely limited during this pandemic [3].

In light of this, recent reports have shown that that high

admission blood glucose (BG) may yield prognostic values in

predicting poor COVID-19 outcomes [4,5]. Nevertheless,

robust risk quantification of poor COVID-19 outcomes across

wide array of admission BG levels has yet to be well-

established. Furthermore, some studies have argued that

the prognostic value of admission BG level is primarily driven

by diabetes [6,7], while some others stated that the effect may

be independent of diabetes history [8,9], thus emphasizing

the need to establish a firm evidence on the current premises.

Therefore, this review intends to summarize the current

knowledge regarding the role of admission BG level in deter-

mining the prognosis of COVID-19 patients, thus contributing

to risk stratification and patient management in clinical

settings.

2. Materials and methods

This systematic review was conducted in accordance with the

guideline recommended by the Cochrane Prognosis Methods

Group [10] and reported based on the Preferred Reporting

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)

statement [11]. A detailed protocol has been previously regis-

tered in PROSPERO (CRD42020154772 [12]).

2.1. Search strategy

Two independent investigators performed thorough literature

searches, with discrepancies resolved by a third investigator

in a blinded fashion. We initially searched PubMed, EMBASE

(via Ovid), Cochrane Controlled Register of Trials (CENTRAL),

MEDLINE (via EBSCO), Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied

Health Literature (CINAHL), and Scopus databases for studies

published up to 8 September 2020 using keywords listed on

Appendix Table S1. Then, we additionally searched gray liter-

ature (viz, Google Scholar and ProQuest), preprint (via, MedR-

xiv and BioRxiv), and the World Health Organization (WHO)

COVID-19 research databases, in addition to manually hand-

searching reference lists from included studies and similar

reviews. Lastly, we collected the PubMed ID of each included

studies and ran additional search using the PubMed’s ‘similar

articles’ algorithm. Subsequently, the retrieved results were

deduplicated and screened against the pre-specified eligibility

criteria.
2.2. Study eligibility criteria

Inclusion criteria were set to filter primary studies investigat-

ing the association between admission BG level and poor out-

comes among COVID-19 patients (see Appendix Table S2).

Admission BG level was determined from the first BG mea-

surement following patients’ admission to hospital prior to

any intervention, while poor outcomes were further dichoto-

mized into mortality and severity [13]. Conversely, studies

were excluded if any of the following criteria were met: (1)

case reports, case series, or letter to editors; (2) irretrievable

full-text articles; or (3) non-English articles.

2.3. Data extraction and risk of bias assessment

Data extraction and risk of bias assessment were performed

by two independent reviewers using a pre-specified form,

with discrepancies resolved by the consensus with an inde-

pendent third investigator. Details on data items and han-

dling are further discussed in Appendix pg. 7. The main

outcomes in this review were the risk of poor outcome, mor-

tality, and severity among COVID-19 patients. Poor outcome

was defined as composite outcome of death or severity. How-

ever, in studies which reported only mortality or severity out-

come, we would still separately analyze each outcome rather

than pooling them into poor outcome to avoid model selec-

tion bias. Whenever available, outcomes on severity were fur-

ther analyzed per following criterion: invasive ventilation,

intensive care unit (ICU) admission, acute respiratory distress

syndrome (ARDS), and shock [14]. Included studies were fur-

ther assessed for methodological quality by using the Quality

in Prognosis Studies tool [15] and subsequently judged to be

yielding low, moderate, or high risk of bias (Appendix

Table S3). Lastly, the certainty of the evidence was evaluated

using the modified Grading of Recommendations Assess-

ment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) framework,

where the quality of evidence was regarded as high, moder-

ate, low, or very low [16].

2.4. Statistical analysis

Analyses were performed for both adjusted and unadjusted

estimates; however, adjusted estimates were primarily uti-

lized for reporting and interpretation of results [17]. Pooled

effects were converted to and presented in risk ratios (RRs)

along with their 95% confidence intervals (CIs; see Appendix

pg. 11). Quantitative synthesis was first conducted by compar-

ing the highest versus lowest categories of exposures by using

the generic inverse variance method with the DerSimonian-

Laird random-effects model – as unexplained heterogeneity

was anticipated [10]. In the case where two or more studies

involved overlapping populations, analysis was prioritized to

studies with larger sample sizes. Dependencies of study

effects were screened according to the heuristic proposed by

Wood et al, taking into account the following criteria: (1) study

location, (2) recruitment period, and (3) overlapping co-

authors [18]. Statistical heterogeneity was investigated with
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Cochran’s Q test and I2 statistics, where heterogeneity was

classified as negligible, low, moderate, or high to I2 values of

0%, 25%, 50%, and 75%, respectively [19]. The significance

level of Q statistics was set at 10%. Whenever appropriate

(n � 10), potential publication bias was evaluated visually by

contour-enhanced funnel plot and quantitatively by Egger’s

and Begg’s tests.

Dose-response meta-analysis (DRMA) was conducted only

for adjusted outcomes. For each category, we assigned the

reported mean or median admission BG level or estimated

the midpoint of lower and upper bounds of the respective cat-

egory (when only range was reported) for each included study.

The interval length of the highest open-ended category was

assumed to be 1.5 times the width of the adjacent category;

while the lower limit of the open-ended lowest category

was estimated to be 3.9 mmol/L [20]. Then, study-specific lin-

ear trend was estimated using the generalized least squares

method and pooled using the two-stage random effects

meta-analysis. Meanwhile, potential non-linear dose-

response trend was evaluated using restricted cubic splines

with three-knots model at the 10th, 50th, and 90th per-

centiles, and subsequently pooled using the restricted maxi-

mum likelihood method in a multivariate random-effects

meta-analysis. The Wald test was used to assess for non-

linearity.

A priori, we determined subgroup and sensitivity analyses

only for adjusted results. Whenever available, subgroup anal-

yses were carried out based on study design, location, sample

size, risk of bias, number of categories, effect size type, and

diabetic status. On the other hand, sensitivity analyses were

conducted by leave-one-out analysis and the exclusion of

studies with high-risk of bias. For DRMA, subset analysis

was performed according to diabetic subgroups, while sensi-

tivity analyses were conducted by assigning alternative

approaches for open-ended categories (for linear trends) and

alternative knots locations (for non-linear trends). Meta-

analysis was conducted with R ver. 4.0.0 (R Foundation for

Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), and additional analy-

ses with MetaXL software ver. 5.3. (EpiGear International,

Queensland, Australia). The significance level was set at 5%

for all analyses. Further details on DRMA and additional anal-

yses are discussed in Appendix pg. 12–13.

3. Results

3.1. Study selection and characteristics

The details on the literature search process are summarized

on Fig. 1. The initial search yielded 1177 articles, of which

636 were deduplicated and 482 were excluded following title

and abstracts screening, resulting in the retrieval of 59

records for full-text assessments–among which 13 inappro-

priate design, five inappropriate settings, four incompatible

language, two irretrievable full-text articles, and one uniden-

tifiable setting (see Appendix pg. 12–13 for further details)

were excluded. Consequently, a total of 35 studies with

14,502 patients were included in this systematic review,

where 7918 patients were male (54.6%), and hypertension

(4940 [34.1%]) as well as diabetes (4540 [31.3%]) were the most
reported comorbidities (Appendix Table S4). In quantitative

analysis, 10 studies were excluded as seven [21–27] only

reported P-value and three [28–30] reported different effect

measures.

From 35 included studies, more than half were conducted

in China (23 studies), while the others were five each in Amer-

ica and Europe, and one each in Hong Kong and South Korea.

FBG was utilized in 23 studies, while RBG in 13 studies. Bias

assessment revealed a predominant low-to-moderate risk of

bias (16 and 12 studies, respectively). Most of the studies

yielded unclear risk of bias in study participation and con-

founding domains (Fig. 2 and Appendix Figure S1), which

may partly be explained by the fact that all but two studies

[24,31] were conducted retrospectively.

3.2. Outcomes

The summary of adjusted and unadjusted pooled effects of

high vs low meta-analysis are consecutively listed in Table 1

and Appendix Table S5; and the certainty of evidence as

assessed with the GRADE approach is summarized in Appen-

dix Table S6. GRADE assessments of the prognostic value of

FBG resulted in high-quality evidence for severity and

moderate-quality evidence for mortality and poor outcome,

whereas the remaining domains yielded very low-to-low-

quality evidence. Overlapping populations were observed in

four studies [32–35] (Appendix Table S7), and analyses were

prioritized to Wang et al. [32] due to larger sample size.

3.2.1. Fasting blood glucose
We demonstrated that FBG was independently associated

with poor prognosis in COVID-19 patients (Table 1 and

Fig. 3A–C), although all models yielded substantial hetero-

geneity (I2 = 84% for poor outcome; I2 = 87% for mortality,

I2 = 69% for severity; all with Pheterogeneity < 0.01). Subgroup

analyses based on study design and location were not possi-

ble as all studies included in the meta-analysis were retro-

spective and conducted in China. Furthermore, publication

bias assessment was only eligible for mortality outcome.

We discovered that high admission FBG increased the risk

of poor outcomes by 20% (RR 1.20 [95% CI: 1.04–1.39]; Fig. 3A).

However, we were unable to establish firm evidence as the

observed heterogeneity remained unexplained (see footnote

in Table 1) and the observed effects were diminished follow-

ing the exclusion of Fadini et al. [36] or Li et al. [35] (Appendix

Figure S2A). In DRMA comprising of two studies [36,37], we

failed to observe exposure–response gradient (RR 1.23 [95%

CI: 0.90–1.68]; Pheterogeneity = 0.008; Fig. 4A), although study-

specific slopes indicated that such trend exists. Considering

this, we deemed the quality of evidence to be moderate for

qualitative assessment and low for quantitative assessment.

For outcomes on mortality, we found a relatively consis-

tent result (RR 1.81 [95% CI: 1.41–2.33]; Fig. 3B); although the

observed heterogeneity remained unexplained following sub-

group analysis, except when the analysis was stratified

according to the number of category (i.e. I2 = 2% for studies

reporting two categories). Furthermore, we discovered that

the smaller-sized studies yielded excessively wide CIs as

compared to larger studies (Table 1). Nonetheless, sensitivity



Fig. 1 – Diagram flow illustrating the literature search process and results. CENTRAL, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled

Trials; CINAHL, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature. WHO, World Health Organization.
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analysis suggested that these small studies did not contribute

much to the pooled estimate as our findings remained consis-

tent, except when Fadini et al. [36] or Chang et al. [38] were

excluded, which exaggerated the pooled estimates (Appendix

Figure S2B). We detected asymmetry in the funnel plot which

was further ascertained by Egger’s test (P < 0.001; Appendix

Figure S3), although Begg’s test indicated otherwise

(P = 0.245), suggesting the presence of publication bias. Never-

theless, we did not downgrade the outcome for publication

bias upon qualitative assessment as most studies adequately

adjusted for potential confounders (Appendix Table S8).

DRMA for mortality outcome included three studies

[32,36,37] as overlapping populations were detected in two

studies [32,35]. We were also unable to observe any expo-

sure–response gradients although most studies reported

otherwise [32,35,37]. However, when analysis was conducted

only for non-diabetic patients, we observed an elevated mor-

tality risk of about 38% per 1 mmol/L increase (RR 1.38 [95% CI:

1.21–1.57]; Appendix Figure S4). Despite this, we decided to

upgrade the certainty of evidence for exposure–response
gradient only for qualitative summary, resulting in the judg-

ment of evidence quality for qualitative and quantitative

analysis to be moderate and very low, respectively. This

implied that we were confident that admission FBG was inde-

pendently associated with mortality in COVID-19 patients,

but the interpretation of the pooled estimate should be made

with caution. Non-linear DRMA for poor outcome and mortal-

ity were not conducted since only one study reported three or

more categories for each outcome [32,37].

With regards to outcomes on severity, we revealed that

high admission FBG level increased the patient’s risk of devel-

oping severe COVID-19 infection by more than two-folds (RR

2.61 [95% CI: 1.82–3.73]). Although moderate heterogeneity

was observed (I2 = 69%, Pheterogeneity = 0.004), subgroup analy-

sis according to sample size and risk of bias explained the

sources of heterogeneity (Table 1), suggesting that studies

with moderate-to-high risk of bias yielded excessively wide

CIs. Nevertheless, sensitivity analysis revealed similar esti-

mates (Appendix Figure S2C), suggesting that the pooled

effects were mainly derived from studies with low bias risk.



Fig. 2 – Risk of bias graph summarizing the results of each risk of bias item in percentages across all studies.
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Furthermore, the exclusion of studies with moderate-to-high

risk of bias diminished the observed heterogeneity, thus fur-

ther ascertaining our premise.

DRMA for severity outcome consisted of three studies

[32,39,40] cumulating a total of 1077 patients. We discovered

that each 1 mmol/L increase in admission FBG level

increased the risks of developing severe COVID-19 infection

by 33% (RR 1.33 [95% CI: 1.26–1.40]; Fig. 4B) across the range

between 4.5 mmol/L and 14.1 mmol/L. Moreover, we

observed a non-linear relationship (Pnon-linearity < 0.001),

where the risks of progression to severe COVID-19 cases

decelerated starting from 6.6 mmol/L and re-exponentiated

starting from admission FBG level of 8.1 mmol/L (Fig. 4C).

Both linear and non-linear trends remained consistent fol-

lowing sensitivity analyses (Appendix Table S8 and Fig-

ure S5). When dose-response analysis was conducted only

for non-diabetic patients, we observed a slightly higher risk

with a RR of 1.36 (95% CI: 1.28–1.44) for every rise of 1 mmol/L

in admission FBG level within the range of 4.5 mmol/L to

9.0 mmol/L.
The observed effects were more accentuated in patients

without history of diabetes, where high admission FBG level

increased the risk of poor outcome for diabetic patients by

10% and non-diabetic patients by 75% (diabetic vs non-

diabetic; RR 1.10 [95% CI: 1.03–1.17] vs 1.75 [1.02–2.99]). Fur-

thermore, diabetes-stratified analyses for mortality and

severity outcomes revealed that the observed trends were

non-significant for diabetic subgroup, whereas the models

for non-diabetic subgroups remained robust (Table 1).

Due to the paucity of studies reporting specific criteria of

COVID-19 severity (i.e. ICU admission, invasive ventilation,

ARDS, shock), we were unable to ascertain the independent

effects to the respective outcomes. Nonetheless, the results

were coherent to the main outcomes as the pooled unad-

justed effects showed similar trends in predicting ICU admis-

sion, invasive ventilation, ARDS, and shock (Appendix

Table S5). However, as our findings were limited, we judged

the certainty of evidence to be low for ICU admission and

invasive ventilation, and very low for ARDS and shock

(Appendix Table S6).



Table 1 – Summary of high versus low meta-analysis and subgroup analyses.

Outcomes Studies Events/N RR (95% CI) Heterogeneity

I2 P value

Fasting blood glucose
Poor composite outcome†, � 4 429/1184 1.20 (1.04–1.39) 84% <0.001
Diabetic status

Diabetic 2 108/184 1.10 (1.03–1.17) 0% 0.562
Non-diabetic 3 367/848 1.75 (1.02–2.99) 95% <0.001

Mortality§ 10 827/3814 1.81 (1.41–2.33) 87% <0.001
Subgroup analysis�

Categories
Two categories 6 602/2494 2.26 (1.75–2.91) 2% 0.404
11.1 mmol/L 1 19/132 5.66 (1.36–12.89) NA NA
7.0 mmol/L 3 167/1284 2.60 (1.72–3.93) 0% 0.608
6.1 mmol/L 2 416/1078 1.68 (1.25–2.26) 0% 0.640

More than two categories 2 147/917 3.24 (1.28–8.19) 58% 0.121
Continuous 2 78/403 1.02 (1.01–1.02) 0% 0.842

Sample size
<200 patients 3 65/307 2.52 (0.73–8.66) 86% 0.001
�200 patients 7 762/3507 2.05 (1.34–3.15) 85% <0.001

Risk of bias
Low 8 700/2767 2.38 (1.50–3.78) 85% <0.001
Moderate/High 2 127/1047 1.37 (0.68–2.77) 82% 0.019

ES type
RR 4 386/1225 2.10 (1.08–4.10) 87% <0.001
HR 6 441/2589 2.13 (1.25–3.61) 87% <0.001

Diabetes status
Diabetic 4 245/586 1.70 (0.91–3.19) 70% 0.018
Non-diabetic 6 605/2018 2.10 (1.16–3.79) 90% <0.001

Severity§ 7 824/3280 2.61 (1.82–3.73) 69% 0.004
Subgroup analysis�

Categories
Two categories 3 423/1891 2.31 (1.55–3.46) 21% 0.281
More than two categories 4 401/1389 2.86 (1.53–5.32) 82% 0.001

Sample size
<200 patients 2 77/201 2.85 (1.63–4.98) 13% 0.284
�200 patients 5 747/3079 2.54 (1.61–4.01) 77% 0.002

Risk of bias
Low 5 707/2808 2.30 (1.98–2.68) 3% 0.391
Moderate/High 2 117/472 3.55 (0.37–34.05) 93% <0.001

ES type
RR 5 431/1278 2.83 (1.66–4.83) 76% 0.002
HR 2 393/2002 2.40 (1.37–4.20) 56% 0.131

Diabetes status
Diabetic 2 112/230 1.58 (0.74–3.37) 87% 0.005
Non-diabetic 5 963/2936 1.82 (1.10–2.99) 97% <0.001

Random blood glucose†, �

ICU admission 2 120/423 1.25 (0.84–1.84) 86% 0.008

COVID-19, Coronavirus disease 2019; ES, effect size; HR, hazard ratio; ICU, intensive care unit; RR, risk ratio.
† Subgroup analyses to explore potential source of heterogeneity was not possible as no subgroup yielded a minimum of two studies.
� Subgroup analysis based on study design and location were not possible as all included studies were retrospective and conducted in China.
§ Overlapping populations were observed between Li et al. [35], Wang et al. [32], Zhang et al. [33], and Zhu et al. [34], of whichWang et al. [32] was

prioritized for analysis due to larger sample size.
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3.2.2. Random blood glucose
Similar to FBG, we discovered that COVID-19 patients with

high RBG level at admission were more susceptible to poor

prognosis (Appendix Table S5). Nevertheless, we were unable

to establish a strong evidence on the independent prognostic

value of admission RBG due to paucity of studies and equivo-

cal trends. High vs low meta-analysis for adjusted effects was

only eligible for outcomes on ICU admission, which resulted

in non-significant estimate (RR 1.25 [95% CI: 0.84–1.84];
Fig. 4D), although study-specific estimates suggested other-

wise. Considering this, we judged the quality of evidence to

be low for mortality, and very low for the remaining outcomes

(Appendix Table S6).

With regards to mortality, we found that the prognostic

value of admission RBG was independent of age and sex

[28,41]. However, Cariou et al. reported that the observed

effect diminished following adjustments for clinical and bio-

logical features (odds ratio 1.30 [95% CI: 0.94–1.82]) [28], while



Fig. 3 – Pooled adjusted effects of high vs low meta-analysis comparing the association between (A) admission FBG and poor

composite outcome, (B) admission FBG and mortality, (C) admission FBG and severity, and (D) admission RBG and ICU

admission. FBG, fasting blood glucose; ICU, intensive care unit; RBG, random blood glucose.
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Coppelli et al. stated otherwise [41]. Moreover, exposure–re-

sponse trend were also observed in two studies [41,42], where

Coppelli et al. reported that risk of mortality increased across

quintiles of admission RBG (Q4 vs Q1, hazard ratios [HR] 5.91

[95% CI: 1.73–20.19]) and reached threshold effect at the high-

est quintile (Q5 vs Q1, HR 1.70 [95% CI: 0.49–5.90]; Appendix

Table S10) [41]. However, we were unable to perform a formal

dose-response analysis due to insufficient information. In

addition, two studies also reported that the risk of mortality

was more accentuated in patients without history of diabetes

[41,43], as ascertained by Coppelli et al.– reporting that the
hazard of mortality was more robust in non-diabetic than in

diabetic patients. (vs. normoglycemia; hyperglycemia: HR

2.39 [95% CI: 1.10–5.19], diabetes: HR 0.78 [95% CI: 0.29–2.09])

[41]. Subgroup and sensitivity analyses, as well as publication

bias assessment and DRMAwas not conducted due to insuffi-

cient number of studies.

4. Discussion

This meta-analysis showed that high admission BG level was

associated with poor prognosis in COVID-19 patients.



Fig. 4 – Results of dose-response meta-analysis illustrating linear trend between admission FBG and (A) poor outcome, (B)

mortality, and (C) severity; and (D) non-linear trend between admission FBG and severity. In Figure C, darker area represents

95% confidence interval of non-linear trend, while lighter area represents 95% confidence interval of linear trend. FBG, fasting

blood glucose.
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Although we were unable to establish a firm evidence on the

independent prognostic value of admission RBG, our results

on admission FBG level were consistent and robust. Further-

more, we also demonstrated exposure-response gradient

between admission FBG level and COVID-19 severity.

Although the potential non-linear association between
admission FBG level with poor composite and mortality out-

comes remained unexplored due to paucity of studies, we

were able to establish non-linear relationship between admis-

sion FBG level and severity. However, in contrast with Zhu

et al. [34], we did not observe a J-shaped association between

admission FBG and COVID-19 severity, which may be
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explained by the fact that all but one study [34] reported only

three categories. Despite this, our findingswere in accordance

with a study by Alahmad et al. [44] which stated that the asso-

ciation between admission FBG and ICU admission was loga-

rithmic, thus further corroborating our premises.

Further analysis indicated that the observed effects were

more accentuated in patients without prior history of dia-

betes; which was intriguing, considering the fact that

there was as increasing proportion of COVID-19 patients pre-

senting with hyperglycemia despite having no prior diabetic

history [32,36,45]. Furthermore, our findings indicated that

at-admission hyperglycemia was associated with poorer

outcomes regardless of prior diabetes status, suggesting the

existence of a more direct link between glycemic status and

poor COVID-19 outcomes.

The relationship between COVID-19 severity and hyper-

glycemia is possibly bidirectional, wherein infection might

bring about state of stress and trigger an enhanced release

of pro-inflammatory cytokines which may lead to insulin

resistance [46]. Stress may also induce the release of stress

hormones which trigger liver glycogenolysis, aggravating the

effects [47]. Furthermore, SARS-CoV-2 is known to bind to

angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors, which

are found to be expressed in pancreatic beta-cells, thus ren-

dering it a target for the viral attack. Such binding provides

a route for the virus to enter and damage the pancreatic islets,

resulting in a defect of insulin production, as indicated in pre-

vious study with its SARS virus counterpart [48]. Together,

these factors may contribute to the development of acute

hyperglycemia in COVID-19 patients.

The mechanism by which acute hyperglycemia drives the

progression of COVID-19 remains largely unexplored. A study

by Fadini et al. found that a decline in respiratory parameters

was most responsible for mediating the effects of hyper-

glycemia on the outcome [36]. Diabetes and hyperglycemia

were previously known to induce structural changes in the

lungs, giving rise to pulmonary remodelling and the subse-

quent restrictive respiratory pattern [49]. Moreover, hyper-

glycemia is also known to generate reactive oxygen species

and induces oxidative stress [46], leading to endothelial dys-

function which may cause further hyperglycemic pulmonary

microangiopathy [50]. This is in line with the findings of a

study by Lampasona et al. which demonstrated that inflam-

mation and coagulopathy, rather than impaired antibody

response as such present in individuals with diabetes, were

more responsible in aggravating the outcomes [51]. There-

fore, this explains the poorer prognosis found in hyper-

glycemic patients without prior diabetic history, and again

supporting the direct link between glucose level and disease

progression.

Altogether, these findings illustrate the potential utility of

admission BG as a predictor for poor prognosis in COVID-19

patients. Considering that BG measurement is relatively prac-

tical and instant, its quantification upon admission would be

beneficial in predicting the likelihood of progression to severe

COVID-19 cases. Therefore, we encourage clinicians to rou-

tinely obtain FBG values of each COVID-19 suspected case at

admission, thus providing a simple method of risk stratifica-

tion for management of patients in clinical settings, which

would be particularly helpful in streamlining the limited
number of medical resources during the current pandemic.

Although our findings also favored the use of admission

RBG, future research are required as we were unable to com-

prehensively explore the independent prognostic value of

admission RBG due to paucity of studies. Furthermore, the

current evidence indicated that the cut-off values to predict

poor prognosis in COVID-19 patients are still equivocal

[38,41,52,53], suggesting that future large multicenter studies

are required to obtain the most optimum cut-off value.

Despite the fact that our findings supported the prognostic

value of high admission BG, the unexplained heterogeneity

we observed along with the fact that all studies included in

the quantitative analysis were retrospective and conducted

in China may limit the generalizability of our findings. Fur-

thermore, most of the studies included in the DRMA on sever-

ity outcome yielded moderate risk of bias, thus indicating

potential overestimation of the observed effects due to impre-

cision. These indicated that the observed effects should be

interpreted cautiously, and future studies with higher quality

of evidence are required to confirm the estimated risks.

Nonetheless, our results were consistent with the indepen-

dent prognostic value of admission FBG, thus we judged the

certainty of evidence for severity to be high, and for mortality

and poor outcome to be moderate. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this is the first meta-analysis conducted to show the

potential use of admission BG as a predictor of poor prognosis

in COVID-19 patients. Although our eligibility criteria may

introduce language bias, our study included a relatively large

number of cohorts and only four non-English articles were

excluded [54–57], suggesting that any potential bias was neg-

ligible. We hope that our findings may enhance the current

knowledge on the management of COVID-19, thus contribut-

ing to the alleviation of the devastating disease burden.
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, this meta-analysis adds to the growing body of

evidence corroborating the potential utility of admission BG

as a predictor of poor prognosis in COVID-19 patients. There

is a high-quality evidence on the prognostic value of admis-

sion FBG towards severity, and moderate-quality evidence

on its prognostic value towards mortality and poor outcome,

while the other outcomes yielded very low-to-low quality evi-

dence. In addition, we demonstrated non-linear exposure-

response relationship between admission FBG and COVID-19

severity. Further studies to ascertain the estimated risk in

the DRMA and to confirm the observed prognostic value of

admission RBG are required.
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